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What's Going On        Yochana the Psalmist  

 
 
What's going on in this world right now 
Should we be mindful - should we show extra care 
Oh what to do - oh what is our how 
Should we be considering - extra prayer? 
 
 
Seems like the same old - same old 
Seems as if things could be worse by far 
Oh believing children - do come in from the cold 
Like the wise men of old - do follow the star 
 
 
Signs and wonders - oh so often ignored 
As in the days gone by - who would believe the report 
But alignment celestial - soon be coming our way 
Oh so very close to 5777 Yom T'ruah day 
 
 
Perhaps the counting of years it be wrong 
Perhaps we know less than we thought 
But the Heavens in their courses do sing their song 
Coming to mankind - is what we have wrought 
 
 
How many are watching our G_D's seasons 
Not just playing Torah - but paying attention 
Contemplating HIS mystery and all of HIS reasons 
All of the things HIS HOLY WORD does mention 
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What's Going On        Yochana the Psalmist  

 
 
What's going on - right before the eye  
Spiritual discernment is in need  
For comes the season of G_D MOST HIGH  
There is no stopping this - no way indeed  
 
 
Stars peer down upon Earth fast asleep  
Staying the courses always as told  
Oh the testimony of Heaven shall keep  
Time for us to be a witness - time for us to behold  
 
 
Soon both Heaven and Earth shall bring the testimony  
Of how all defiled - becoming corrupt  
Separating the sheep from all the baloney  
G_D did gift grace - HIS plan coming so abrupt  
 
Here it comes - message straight from creation  
There in the sky - yes this September  
So very rare - coming upon this generation  
Oh let us recall - let us remember  
 
Oh how the stars and Heavens did sing  
On that night - Yeshua came to man  
Oh what love and grace did He bring  
Please open the heart - please understand  
 
 
Such celestial events are not a coincidence  
How much more do we ask "what means this"  
It is time to get off and over the fence  
This be G_D's work - this be His  
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What's Going On        Yochana the Psalmist 

 
 
 
Signs and wonders - oh so often ignored  
As in the days gone by - who would believe the report  
But alignment celestial - soon be coming our way  
Oh so very close to 5777 Yom T'ruah day  
 
Psalmist your Yochana - praying on her knees  
Pouring out the message of my soul  
Won't you stop for a moment and listen please  
Look to the sky - our Mashiach to extol  
 
Great Babylon has come to G_D's attention  
Now is His time - now is His judgment  
Don't think there be a rapture or ascension  
For those not even seeing the sign from Heaven sent 
  
Signs and wonders - oh so often ignored  
As in the days gone by - who would believe the report  
But alignment celestial - soon be coming our way  
Oh so very close to 5777 Yom T'ruah day 

 


